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This is a fully international reference work on the history of the
documentary film from the Lumiere brothers' Workers Leaving the
Lumiere Factory (1885) to Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 911 (2004).
Previously published in three volumes, entries have been edited and
updated for the new, concise edition and three new entries have been
added on: India, China and Africa. Bringing together all aspects of
documentary film, this edition provides an invaluable resource for both
scholars and students. With film stills from key films, this resource
provides the decisive entry point into the history of an art form.
This encyclopedia examines individual films and the careers of individual
film makers, it also provides overview articles of national and regional
documentary film history. It explains concepts and themes in the study of
documentary film, the techniques used in making films, and the
institutions that support their production.
This book, the first full critical overview of the film avant-garde, ushers in
a new approach—and in the process creates its own subject. While many
books have studied particular aspects of the European film avant-garde of
the 1920s and 1930s, Moving Forward, Looking Back provides a muchneeded summary of the theory and practice of the movement, while also
emphasizing aspects of the period that have been overlooked. Arguing
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that a European perspective is the only way to understand the
transnational movement, the book also pioneers a new approach to the
alternative cinema network that sustained the avant-garde, paying
particular attention to the emergence of film culture as visible in
screening clubs, film festivals, and archives. It will be essential to anyone
interested in the influential movement and the film culture it created.
Volume 1 was very much an 'overview' of British cinema, from its earliest
days to the present. In this, the second volume, the essays will be more
specific to certain periods and will encompass the evolutions of individual
genres and directors. This will make for complimentary essays to volume 1
rather than simply an updating of them. The section on silent cinema and
melodrama is replaced in this volume by War and Family Films the former
being an interesting genre that has periodically appeared in British films
in differing ways, and the latter because Britain has always produced
hugely successful movies that appeal to family audiences. Rather than
have three individual essays pertaining to Scotland, Northern Ireland and
Wales, the volume will include examples of films made or set in those
countries within the genre reviews. The volume will include information
on established British directors such as Ken Loach and Danny Boyle as
well as writing about avant-garde newcomer Ben Wheatley, who directed
the fabulously strange, "A Field in England" (2013). This volume will also
shine the spotlight on the British Film Institute, and its role in funding,
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preservation and education in relation to British cinema. This book takes
a different angle to the first volume and as such would make an excellent
companion to "Directory of World Cinema: Britain.""
Films of Fact
Young and Innocent?
A Reference Companion
The Journal of the Association of Moving Image Archivists
Cylchgrawn Hanes Cymru
From Fitzgerald to Farrell
Literature, Information, and the State

In this innovative work of cultural history, Simon Sigley tells the story
of film culture in New Zealand from the establishment of the Auckland
Film Society in the 1920s to the present day. Rather than focusing on
the work of individual filmmakers, Sigley approaches cinema as a
form of social practice. He examines the reception of international
film theories and discourses and shows how these ideas helped to
shape distinct cultural practices, including new forms of reviewing;
new methods of teaching; and new institutions such as film societies,
art house cinemas, and film festivals. He goes on to trace the
emergence in New Zealand of the full range of activities and
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institutions associated with a sophisticated film culture—including
independent distribution and exhibition networks, film archives,
university courses, a local feature film industry, and liberalized film
censorship. In doing so, Sigley makes a significant contribution to our
understanding of the myriad ways film can shape our thinking, our
icons, our institutions, and our conversations. A fascinating case
history of how a culture can develop, Transnational Film Culture in
New Zealand will be a welcome addition to the bookshelves of anyone
interested in film culture and cultural history.
In 1935, the foundation of the Film Library of the Museum of Modern
Art in New York marked the transformation of the film medium from a
passing amusement to an enduring art form. Haidee Wasson maps the
work of the MoMA film library as it pioneered the preservation of film
& promoted the concept of art cinema.
The spirit that founded the volume and guided its development is
radically inter- and transdisciplinary. Dispatches have arrived from
anthropology, communications, English, film studies (including
theory, history, criticism), literary studies (including theory, history,
criticism), media and screen studies, cognitive cultural studies,
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narratology, philosophy, poetics, politics, and political theory; and as
a special aspect of the volume, theorist-filmmakers make their
thoughts known as well. Consequently, the critical reflections
gathered here are decidedly pluralistic and heterogeneous,
inviting—not bracketing or partitioning—the dynamism and diversity
of the arts, humanities, social sciences, and even natural sciences (in
so far as we are biological beings who are trying to track our cognitive
and perceptual understanding of a nonbiological thing—namely, film,
whether celluloid-based or in digital form); these disciplines, so
habitually cordoned off from one another, are brought together into a
shared conversation about a common object and domain of
investigation. This book will be of interest to theorists and
practitioners of nonfiction film; to emerging and established scholars
contributing to the secondary literature; and to those who are
intrigued by the kinds of questions and claims that seem native to
nonfiction film, and who may wish to explore some critical responses
to them written in engaging language.
When John Major launched the UK’s National Lottery in 1994 he
christened it “the people’s Lottery” and handed it to the mythical
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stewardship of the Everyman. But when the proceeds began to be
distributed to worthy causes, including the British film industry, this
populist rhetoric came under increasing strain. If Lottery funding is
used to produce the type of British films which the public want to see,
such as romantic comedies, then many question whether the market
deserves such subsidy. Short films and low budget, experimental
cinema – which often require state support – tend to go unwatched by
large swathes of the Lottery ticket-buying public. This book explores
the debates which were sparked by the arrival of “the people’s
pictures”, and places them in historical context by examining their
many precedents. Is public patronage a boon or a burden for
filmmakers? And how do institutional cultures or political buzzwords
affect the finished films? Case studies include the popular hits Billy
Elliot (2000) and Shooting Fish (1997); art-house releases such as
Love Is The Devil (1998) and Gallivant (1997); short films by Lynne
Ramsey and David MacKenzie; and artists’ film and video work by Bill
Viola and Tracey Emin.
National Lottery Funding and British Cinema
Projecting the Nation
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Histories, Representations and Revisions
Essays on an Adventurous Film Practice
The Philosophy of Documentary Film
Industry, Collaboration, and Filmmaking
The People’s Pictures
A New History of British Documentary is the first comprehensive overview of documentary
production in Britain from early film to the present day. It covers both the film and television
industries and demonstrates how documentary practice has adapted to changing institutional and
ideological contexts.
The Historical Dictionary of British Cinema has a lot of ground to cover. This it does with over 300
dictionary entries informing us about significant actors, producers and directors, outstanding films
and serials, organizations and studios, different films genres from comedy to horror, and
memorable films, among other things. Two appendixes provide lists of award-winners. Meanwhile,
the chronology covers over a century of history. These parts provide the details, countless details,
while the introduction offers the big story. And the extensive bibliography points toward other
sources of information.
A guide to directors who have worked in the British and Irish film industries between 1895 and
2005. Each of its 980 entries on individuals directors gives a resume of the director's career,
evaluates their achievements and provides a complete filmography. It is useful for those interested
in film-making in Britain and Ireland.
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This is the first book to study representations of the non-Western world in European modernist
cinema. In offering new perspectives on the history of Soviet montage cinema and on the British
documentary movement, it connects with the growing body of work analysing manifestations of
orientalism, Eurocentrism and colonial discourse in the cinema. The book integrates theoretical
discussion and textual analysis with primary source historical research, particularly into film
reception. The case studies question received understandings of European film history, and offer
new insights into canonical films already familiar to many readers. It is the first book length study
of the subject and includes new insights into Fritz Lang's Metropolis, Eisenstein's October and the
Griersonian Documentary as well as 'forgotten' films of the period. It is a useful teaching aid, with
detailed analyses of films taught on most film studies courses
Japanese Film Theory and Realism in a Global Frame
Mapping UK Media Cultures
Writers Directory M-Z
Art, Poetics, and Documentary Theory
Encyclopedia of the Documentary Film 3-Volume Set
A New History of Documentary Film
American Documentary Film
This volume offers a new and expanded history of the documentary form across a range of times and
contexts, featuring original essays by leading historians in the field In a contemporary media culture
suffused with competing truth claims, documentary media have become one of the most significant
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means through which we think in depth about the past. The most rigorous collection of essays on
nonfiction film and media history and historiography currently available, A Companion to
Documentary Film History offers an in-depth, global examination of central historical issues and
approaches in documentary, and of documentary's engagement with historical and contemporary
topics, debates, and themes. The Companion's twenty original essays by prominent nonfiction film
and media historians challenge prevalent conceptions of what documentary is and was, and explore
its growth, development, and function over time. The authors provide fresh insights on the mode's
reception, geographies, authorship, multimedia contexts, and movements, and address
documentary's many aesthetic, industrial, historiographical, and social dimensions. This
authoritative volume: Offers both historical specificity and conceptual flexibility in approaching
nonfiction and documentary media Explores documentary's multiple, complex geographic and
geopolitical frameworks Covers a diversity of national and historical contexts, including Revolutionera Soviet Union, post-World War Two Canada and Europe, and contemporary China Establishes
new connections and interpretive contexts for key individual films and film movements, using new
primary sources Interrogates established assumptions about documentary authorship, audiences,
and documentary's historical connection to other media practices. A Companion to Documentary
Film History is an ideal text for undergraduate and graduate courses covering documentary or
nonfiction film and media, an excellent supplement for courses on national or regional media
histories, and an important new resource for all film and media studies scholars, particularly those in
nonfiction media.
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Drawing together 18 contributions from leading international scholars, this book conceptualizes the
history and theory of cinema’s century-long relationship to modes of exploration in its many
forms, from colonialist expeditions to decolonial radical cinemas to the perceptual voyage of the
senses made possible by the cinematic apparatus. This is the first anthology dedicated to analysing
cinema’s relationship to exploration from a global, decolonial, and ecological perspective.
Featuring leading scholars working with pathbreaking interdisciplinary methodologies (drawing on
insights from science and technology studies, postcolonial theory, indigenous ways of knowing, and
film theory and history), it theorizes not only cinema’s implication in imperial conquest but also its
cutting-edge role in empirical expansion and experiments in sensual and critical perception. The
collected essays consider filmmaking in cross-cultural contexts and films made in or about peoples
in South America, Asia, Africa, Indigenous North America, as well as polar, outer space, and
underwater exploration, with famous figures such as Jacques Yves Cousteau alongside amateur and
scientific filmmakers. The essays in this collection are ideal for a broad range of scholars, graduate
students, and advanced undergraduate students in cinema and media studies, cultural studies, and
cognate fields.
The Tenth Muse explores writings on the cinema in the first decades of the twentieth century. Laura
Marcus examines the impact of cinema on early twentieth-century literary and, more broadly,
aesthetic and cultural consciousness, by bringing together the study of the terms and strategies of
early writings about film with literary engagement with cinema in the same period. She gives a new
understanding of the ways in which early writers about film - reviewers, critics, theorists - developed
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aesthetic categories to define and accommodate what was called 'the seventh art' or 'the tenth muse'
and found discursive strategies adequate to the representation of the new art and technology of
cinema, with its unprecedented powers of movement. In examining the writings of early film critics
and commentators in tandem with those of more specifically literary figures, including H.G.Wells
and Virginia Woolf, and in bringing literary texts into this field, Laura Marcus provides a new
account of relationships between cinema and literature. Intertwining two major strands of research the exploration of early film criticism and theory and cinema's presence in literary texts - The Tenth
Muse shows how issues central to an understanding of cinema (including questions of time,
repetition, movement, vision, sound and silence) are threaded through both kinds of writing, and
the ways in which discursive and fictional writings overlapped. The movement that defined cinema
was also perceived as a more fragile and unstable ephemerality that inhered at every level, from the
fleeting nature of the projected images to the vagaries of cinematic exhibition. It was the anxiety over
the mutability of the medium and its exhibition which, from the 1920s onwards, led to the
establishment of such institutional spaces for cinema as the London-based Film Society, the new film
journals, and, in the 1930s, the first film archives. The Tenth Muse explores the continuities between
these sites of cinematic culture and the conceptual, literary and philosophical understandings of the
filmic medium.
Over a century after the death of Queen Victoria, historians are busy re-appraising her age and
achievements. However, our understanding of the Victorian era is itself a part of history, shaped by
changing political, cultural and intellectual fashions. Bringing together a group of international
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scholars from the disciplines of history, English literature, art history and cultural studies, this book
identifies and assesses the principal influences on twentieth-century attitudes towards the Victorians.
Developments in academia, popular culture, public history and the internet are covered in this
important and stimulating collection, and the final chapters anticipate future global trends in
interpretations of the Victorian era, making an essential volume for students of Victorian Studies.
The European Avant-garde and the Invention of Film Culture, 1919-1939
Transnational Film Culture in New Zealand
Directors in British and Irish Cinema
The Cinema in Britain, 1896-1930
The Moving Image
Modernist Informatics
Pioneering the Non-Fiction Film in Britain and America, 1897 - 1925
New Nonfiction Film: Art, Poetics and Documentary Theory is the
first book to offer a lengthy examination of the relationship
between fiction and documentary from the perspective of art and
poetics. The premise of the book is to propose a new category of
nonfiction film that is distinguished from – as opposed to being
conflated with – the documentary film in its multiple historical
guises; a premise explored in case-studies of films by
distinguished artists and filmmakers (Abbas Kiarostami, Ben
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Rivers, Chantal Akerman, Ben Russell Pat Collins and Gideon
Koppel). The book builds a case for this new category of film,
calling it the 'new nonfiction film,' and argues, in the
process, that this kind of film works to dismantle the old
distinctions between fiction and documentary film and therefore
the axioms of Film and Cinema Studies as a discipline of study.
This book brings together the study of silent cinema and the
study of British cinema, both of which have seen some of the
most exciting developments in Film Studies in recent years. The
result is a comprehensive survey of one of the most important
periods of film history. Most of the acknowledged experts on
this period are represented, joined by several new voices.
Together they chart the development of cinema in Britain from
its beginnings in the 1890s to the conversion to sound in the
late 1920s. From these accounts the youthful British cinema
emerges as far from innocent. On the contrary, it was a
fascinatingly complex field of cultural and industrial
practices. The book also includes guides to bibliographical and
archival sources and an extensive bibliography.
Britain has long been recognised for its proud contribution to
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documentary cinema, yet its tradition of scientific and medical
documentaries remains poorly documented. This is the first indepth history of the genre.
This comprehensive resource features up-to-date bibliographical,
biographical and contact information for approximately 20,000
living authors worldwide who have at least one English
publication. Entries typically include name, pseudonyms,
addresses, citizenship, birth date, specialization, career
information and a bibliography. Contact information includes email addresses where available.
Pursuing the Unity of Science
Remaking Holocaust Memory
A New History of British Documentary
Syn/aesthetics
Museum Movies
The Concise Routledge Encyclopedia of the Documentary Film
Dialectics Without Synthesis
Kommentierte Bibliografie. Sie gibt Wissenschaftlern, Studierenden und
Journalisten zuverlässig Auskunft über rund 6000 internationale
Veröffentlichungen zum Thema Film und Medien. Die vorgestellten
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Rubriken reichen von Nachschlagewerk über Filmgeschichte bis hin zu
Fernsehen, Video, Multimedia.
The Encyclopedia of the Documentary Film is a fully international
reference work on the history of the documentary film from the Lumière
brothers' Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory (1885) to Michael
Moore's Fahrenheit 911 (2004). This Encyclopedia provides a resource
that critically analyzes that history in all its aspects. Not only
does this Encyclopedia examine individual films and the careers of
individual film makers, it also provides overview articles of national
and regional documentary film history. It explains concepts and themes
in the study of documentary film, the techniques used in making films,
and the institutions that support their production, appreciation, and
preservation.
The Film Handbook examines the current state of filmmaking and how
film language, technique and aesthetics are being utilised for today’s
‘digital film’ productions. It reflects on how critical analysis’ of
film underpins practice and story, and how developing an autonomous
‘vision’ will best aid student creativity. The Film Handbook offers
practical guidance on a range of traditional and independent
‘guerrilla’ film production methods, from developing script ideas and
the logistics of planning the shoot to cinematography, sound and
directing practices. Film professionals share advice of their creative
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and practical experiences shooting both on digital and film forms. The
Film Handbook relates theory to the filmmaking process and includes: •
documentary, narrative and experimental forms, including deliberations
on ‘reading the screen’, genre, mise-en-scène, montage, and sound
design • new technologies of film production and independent
distribution, digital and multi-film formats utilised for indie
filmmakers and professional dramas, sound design and music • the short
film form, theories of transgressive and independent ‘guerrilla’
filmmaking, the avant-garde and experimental as a means of creative
expression • preparing to work in the film industry, development of
specialisms as director, producer, cinematographer, editor, and the
presentation of creative work.
Based on original research from Charles Urban’s own papers, this is
the first biography of this influential film maker and innovator. It
is also a historical study of the development of the non-fiction film
in Britain and America in the early years of cinema, told through the
experiences of the leading pioneer of the form. Charles Urban was a
renowned figure in his time, and he has remained a name in film
history chiefly for his development of Kinemacolor, the world’s first
successful natural colour moving picture system. He was also a pioneer
in the filming of war, science, travel, actuality and news, a fervent
advocate of the value of film as an educative force, and a
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controversial but important innovator of film propaganda in wartime.
The book uses Urban’s story as a means of showing how the non-fiction
film developed in the period 1897-1925, and the dilemmas that it faced
within a cinema culture in which the entertainment fiction film was
dominant. Urban’s solutions – some successful, some less so –
illustrate the groundwork that led to the development of documentary
film. The book considers the roles of film as informer, educator and
generator of propaganda, and the social and aesthetic function of
colour in the years when cinema was still working out what it was
capable of and how best to reach audiences. Luke McKernan also curates
a web resource on Charles Urban at www.charlesurban.com Winner of the
Kraszna-Krausz Moving Image Book Award 2014.
Historical Dictionary of British Cinema
Charles Urban
New Nonfiction Film
Cinema of Exploration
Reassessing the Hitchcock Touch
The Museum of Modern Art and the Birth of Art Cinema
The Victorians Since 1901

Dialectics without Synthesis explores Japan's active but previously unrecognized
participation in the global circulation of film theory during the first half of the
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twentieth century. Examining a variety of Japanese theorists working in the fields of
film, literature, avant-garde art, Marxism, and philosophy, Naoki Yamamoto offers
a new approach to cinematic realism as culturally conditioned articulations of the
shifting relationship of film to the experience of modernity. In this study, long-held
oppositions between realism and modernism, universalism and particularism, and
most notably, the West and the non-West are challenged through a radical
reconfiguration of the geopolitics of knowledge production and consumption.
This book is about forms of media that have reflected or increased consciousness of a sense of place or a regional identity. From landscape painting in the Romantic era
to newspaper coverage of devolution, the chapters explore, through contextualized
case studies, the aesthetics of a wide range of local, regional and grassroots forms of
media.
Between steam and cybernetics lies a missing phase in the history of information
culture. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, national governments and writers
of fiction alike began to take an interest in information not simply as fact, nor yet as
effortlessly transmissible data, but as an unusual and destabilizing new
phenomenon. Modernist Informatics mines this burgeoning bureaucracy and
marshals an array of archival evidence to detail the varied reactions of writers
struggling in their lives and works to make sense of this strange new age of
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information. As James Purdon recounts in this fascinating study, many people,
including Joseph Conrad and Walter Benjamin, felt the presence of information as
an interruption rather than an enhancement of meaningful communication. Its
intrusion provoked strong reactions from novelists such as Arnold Bennett, Ford
Madox Ford, and Graham Greene. Each regarded the prying eyes of information
society with increasing unease, as they struggled to overcome the division of daily
existence between a fixed entity on a ledger and the imaginative possibility of
everyday life. For others, such as Elizabeth Bowen, the nascent information age
offered new opportunities for transforming experience into prose. Relating these
varied, complex reactions and how they found their way into fiction, Purdon shows
how historical changes shaped the narratives at his study's core and gave birth to a
range of new informatic phenomena: passports and identity papers; the dossiers of
the Mass-Observation movement; the literal and figurative blackout procedures of
the Blitz; and the government-sponsored "information films" of John Grierson.
Modernist Informatics ingeniously traces how information culture seeped into
everyday lives, forging a relationship of entanglement as well as antagonism-a
tension that was central to the shaping of modernity.
Richard Wall Memorial Award 2012 - Finalist. What key concerns are reflected in
documentaries produced in and about the United States? How have documentaries
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engaged with competing visions of US history, culture, politics, and national
identity? This book examines how documentary films have contributed to the
American public sphere - creating a kind of public space, serving as sites for
community-building, public expression, and social innovation. Geiger focuses on
how documentaries have been significant in forming ideas of the nation, both as an
imagined space and a real place. Moving from the dawn of cinema to the present
day, this is the first full-length study to focus on the extensive range and history of
American non-fiction filmmaking. Combining comprehensive overviews with indepth case studies, Geiger maps American documentary's intricate histories,
examining the impact of pre- and early cinema, travelogues, the avant-garde, 1930s
social documentary, propaganda, direct cinema, postmodernism, and 'new'
documentary. Offering detailed close analyses and fresh insights, this book provides
students and scholars with a stimulating guide to American documentary,
reminding us of its important place in cinema history.
Film – An International Bibliography
The Film Handbook
Encyclopedia of the Documentary Film
A Companion to Documentary Film History
Ideology and Scientific Practice from the Great War to the Cold War
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The Tenth Muse
Moving Forward, Looking Back

Beowulf as Children's Literature brings together a group of scholars and creators to
address important issues of adapting the Old English poem into textual and pictorial forms
that appeal to children, past and present.
This volume is dedicated to the elusive category of the Hitchcock Touch, the qualities and
techniques which had manifested in Alfred Hitchcock’s own films yet which cannot be
limited to the realm of Hitchcockian cinema alone. While the first section of this collection
focuses on Hitchcock’s own films and the various people who made important artistic
contributions to them, the subsequent chapters draw wider circles. Case studies focusing
on the branding effects associated with Hitchcockian cinema and its seductive qualities
highlight the paratextual dimension of his films and the importance of his well-publicized
persona, while the final section addresses both Hitchcock’s formative period, as well as
other filmmakers who drew upon the Hitchcock Touch. The collection not only serves as
an introduction to the field of Hitchcock scholarship for a wider audience, it also delivers
in-depth assessments of the lesser-known early period of his career, in addition to
providing new takes on canonical films like Vertigo (1958) and Frenzy (1972).
From 1918 to the late 1940s, a host of influential scientists and intellectuals in Europe and
North America were engaged in a number of far-reaching unity of science projects. In this
period of deep social and political divisions, scientists collaborated to unify sciences across
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disciplinary boundaries and to set up the international scientific community as a model for
global political co-operation. They strove to align scientific and social objectives through
rational planning and to promote unified science as the driving force of human civilization
and progress. This volume explores the unity of science movement, providing a synthetic
view of its pursuits and placing it in its historical context as a scientific and political force.
Through a coherent set of original case studies looking at the significance of various
projects and strategies of unification, the book highlights the great variety of
manifestations of this endeavour. These range from unifying nuclear physics to the
evolutionary synthesis, and from the democratization of scientific planning to the
utopianism of H.G. Wells's world state. At the same time, the collection brings out the
substantive links between these different pursuits, especially in the form of interconnected
networks of unification and the alignment of objectives among them. Notably, it shows that
opposition to fascism, using the instrument of unified science, became the most urgent
common goal in the 1930s and 1940s. In addressing these issues, the book makes visible
important historical developments, showing how scientists participated in, and actively
helped to create, an interwar ideology of unification, and bringing to light the cultural and
political significance of this enterprise.
The first academic study of Irish film stars in Hollywood, Acting Irish in Hollywood
contains ten essays on leading Irish stars: Barry Fitzgerald, George Brent, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Maureen O'Hara, Constance Smith, Richard Harris, Stephen Rea, Gabriel
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Byrne, Pierce Brosnan and Colin Farrell. Drawing on theories of emigration, ethnicity,
gender and performance, this study is both analytical and historical. It discusses the
reception of these actors in America and the kind of roles they have played, paying
particular attention to the history and evolution of the Irish stereotype in Hollywood
cinema. Drawing on press reviews, interviews and studio publicity, we see how these actors
were promoted and how they used the media to create images of themselves. Many of them
have also enjoyed and continue to enjoy careers in Ireland, on stage and screen. How
different were these performances? What is the relationship between Irish stage and
screen? How has local Irish filmmaking benefited from the international fame enjoyed by
these actors? Why has it been so much easier for male stars to succeed in Hollywood? All
these questions are addressed in Acting Irish in Hollywood, which also aims to remind
readers of Ireland's forgotten film stars, particularly George Brent and Constance Smith.
European Modernist Cinemas and the Cultures of Imperialism
A History of Science in Documentary Films and Television
Acting Irish in Hollywood
A Paul Rotha Reader
Alternative Empires
Directory of World Cinema Britain 2
Regional Aesthetics
This history of documentary film concentrates mainly on the output of the film industries
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in the US, the UK and Canada. The authors outline the origins of the form and trace its
development over the next several decades. Each chapter concludes with a list of the
key documentaries in that time period or genre.
Rotha's theorizing makes a significant contribution to the development of early film
theory; it encapsulates the broad shifts in theoretical discourse from a concentration on
film form shared with the likes of Pudovkin, Eisenstein and Arnheim, to an engagement
with film's relationship to reality, a position associated with Bazin and Kracauer. The
book contains substantial contributions by two editors, covering Rotha's involvement in
documentary film and his influence on modern film history.
According to prevailing media histories, film long ago ought to have rendered the novel
obsolete. The irony of this story is that the "death of the novel" at the hands of film has
for a long time now been a pervasive trope of the novel's continued reinvention. The
Novel After Film offers asubstantial reassessment of this paradoxical new condition of
novelistic practice in which writers have re-imagined the novel in the shadow of film. In
the cinema, a generation of modernist writers found a medium whose bad form was
also laced with the glamor of the popular, and whose unfamiliarvisual language seemed
to harbor a future for innovative writing after modernism. How did the cinema - with its
crude continuities, crowded theaters, stock plots, and ghostly images - seem to flout
conventional ideas of narrative form? What new literacies of experience and
representation did filmseem to promise? As The Novel After Film demonstrates, this
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fascination with film was played out against the backdrop of a growing discourse about
the novel's respectability. As the modern novel was increasingly venerated as a genre
of aesthetic refinement, authors such as Virginia Woolf, H. D., Henry Green andAldous
Huxley turned their attention to the cinema in search of alternative aesthetic histories.
For authors working in modernism's atmosphere of heightened formal sophistication,
film's bad form took on a perverse attraction. In this way, film played a key role in
helping writers negotiate atransforming public culture which seemed to be leaving the
novel behind.
Since the late 1990s in Israel, third-generation Holocaust survivors have become the
new custodians of cultural memory, and the documentary films they produce play a
major role in shaping a societal consensus of commemoration. In Remaking Holocaust
Memory, a pioneering analysis of third-generation Holocaust documentaries in Israel,
Liat Steir-Livny, co-recipient of the 2019 Young Scholar Award given jointly by the
Association of Israel Studies and the Israel Institute, investigates compelling films that
have been screened in Israel, Europe, and the United States, appeared in numerous
international film festivals, and won international awards, but have yet to receive
significant academic attention. Steir-Livny’s comprehensive investigation reveals how
the "absolute truths" that appeared in the majority of second-generation films are
deconstructed and disputed in the newer films, which do not dismiss their "cinematic
parents’ " approach but rather rethink fixed notions, extend the debates, and pose
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questions where previously there had been exclamation marks. Steir-Livny also
explores the ways in which the third-generation’s perspectives on Holocaust memory
govern cinematic trends and aesthetic choices, and how these might impact the moral
recollection of the past. Finally, Remaking Holocaust Memory serves as an excellent
reference tool, as it helpfully lists all of the second- and third-generation films available,
as well as the festival screenings and awards they have garnered.
Beowulf as Children’s Literature
Documentary Cinema by Third-Generation Survivors in Israel
Modernism and the Decline of Autonomy
Understanding Film Theory
Writing about Cinema in the Modernist Period
The Novel After Film
Touch, Sound, and Vision in the Works of Gertrude Stein, Djuna Barnes, and Muriel
Rukeyser

This essential core textbook provides an approachable and
extensive introduction to film theory, written by two highly
experienced senior lecturers. Bringing a fresh, contemporary
and accessible approach to what is often perceived to be a
challenging and old-fashioned area of film studies that
requires time and effort to grasp, the text illustrates why
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theory is important and demonstrates how it can be applied
in a meaningful way. The book's sixteen chapters are clear
and comprehensive and provide an insight into the main areas
of debate, using clear definitions and explaining complex
ideas succinctly. The ideal entry point for any student
studying film, the book is designed for use on courses on
film theory on undergraduate and postgraduate degree
programmes within film, cinema, media and cultural studies.
New to this Edition: - An expanded introduction, plus a new
chapter looking at Adaptation - Contemporary case studies
exploring popular and topical films, such as The Hunger
Games (2012), Blue is the Warmest Colour (2013) and The Lego
Movie (2014) - An expanded introduction, plus a new chapter
looking at Adaptation - Additional genre-based case study on
the British Gangster film - Additional actor-basedcase study
on Ryan Gosling - A greater focus throughout on the
relevance of film theory to students undertaking practical
film degrees and units
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